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Preface

N

epal ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child, over
two and a half decade ago. Since its ratification, Nepal has
taken many initiatives to guarantee the rights of the children.
In light of this, UNICEF Nepal has been implementing its
Decentralized Action for Children and Women (DACAW)
programme under the strategic guidance and in close co-ordination and
collaboration with the Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development
(MoFALD). Under this initiative, UNICEF worked most closely with the
families and communities from the most disadvantaged groups of rural
Nepal.
The incorporation of DACAW experiences and approaches in the
government’s Local Governance and Community Development
Programme (LGCDP) demonstrates the impact of UNICEF’s policy advocacy
and the Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development (MoFALD)’s
(formerly known as Ministry of Local Development) ownership of women’s
and children’s issues. An important and noticeable development is the
mainstreaming of child right issues in LGCDP gender and social inclusion
policy, operational guidelines, public communication materials, social
mobilization curriculum, and monitoring and evaluation framework.
With the technical support from UNICEF Nepal, the then Ministry of Local
Development initiated another initiative popularly known as the Child
Friendly Local Governance (CFLG) in 2007 which seeks to enhance the good
governance from the central to the local levels by promoting every child’s
right to protection, survival, development and participation. This initiative
is being implemented in different districts, municipalities and village
development committees (VDCs) with the support from the UNICEF Nepal
and this study has been commissioned by UNICEF Nepal to document the
best and innovative practices used for CFLG implementation in Sunawal
municipality of Nawalparasi district, Biratnagar sub-metropolitan city of
Morang district and Daha VDC of Kalikot district and also find out triggering
factors for the effective CFLG implementation on the ground. I sincerely
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hope that this book can be used as a resource book and will contribute
to a deeper understanding and allow all concerned stakeholders to
more clearly focus on the challenges that lie ahead for effective CFLG
implementation.
I would like to thank officials of MoFALD and UNICEF for their valuable
inputs and comments for further refinement of the book. Likewise, I would
like to express my sincere thanks to Nawalparasi, Morang and Kalikot
DDCs, Biratnagar Submetropolitan City, Sunawal Municipality and Daha
VDC for their support and cooperation.
On behalf of the MIREST Nepal, I would like to express my sincere thanks
to UNICEF Nepal for enthrusting MIREST Nepal to carry out this very
important documentation assignment. UNICEF Nepal has been Nepal’s
unfailing development partner in promoting and improving the status of
Nepalese children. Last but not the least, I would like to thank Mr. Kumar
Yatru Tamang, Mr. Gaurab Pudasaini, Mr. Prakash Khatri, Madan Singh
Thakuri, Ms. Tirthamaya Lama Tamang and Mr Jyoti Niroula to carry out
this research assignment.

Suresh Pd Acharya
President, MIREST Nepal
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1.

BEST PRACTICES

Method and Process

D

ifferent efforts from government as well as non-government sectors
are underway for the protection and development of child rights.
In fact, child related programs concerning education and health
started with the First Five Year Plan 2013 BS (1956). Today, various
plans and programs are being widely implemented in unified or
isolated manner. Since 2068 (2012) when Government of Nepal formulated and
implemented Child Friendly Local Governance Strategy, child right issues have
entered the mainstream of local governance system.
Concept of Child-Friendly Local Governance (CFLG) has reached 75 districts,
217 municipalities and 3157 VDCs. As a result, 61 DDCs and 44 municipalities
have decided to adopt CFLG in their concerned councils. 14 Districts have
prepared periodic plan of CFLG, 15 Districts have prepared investment plan and
25 Districts have set code of conduct. Sunawal Municipality and Pragatinagar
VDC (now Devchuli Municipality) in Nawalparasi District are the first local bodies
to achieve target indicators to declare CFLG. Similarly, Biratnagar is the first
Sub-Metropolitan City to declare CFLG. Other 3 municipalities and 10 VDCs are
involved in their preparation to declare CFLG soon. This important achievement
of Nepal in the sector of child right protection indicates best practice regarding
the implementation of UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1889.

The Context of Local Governance
Local government is the body of state that exercises popular power on the
principle of subsidiarity. It is the most appropriate government body to
provide effective service to the people and for accountable governance. Local
government is the first administrative body of the state for the people to come in
contact to address the issues of child right and interests. It is seen from the work
experience of Local bodies which have adopted and have been implementing
CFLG that administrative discipline and accountability to local bodies can be
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enhanced if state bodies close to the people are entitled with the responsibility
to decide, implement and monitor all jobs which can be performed at local level,
as per the "Principle of Subsidiarity".
According to the Constitution of Nepal 2072 (2016), Local Levels (in the changed
form Rural Municipality, Municipality and District Assembly) are main parts of
the Nation's administrative structure. The Constitution has entitled the local
bodies with the jurisdiction and responsibility of child right protection. The
concept of CFLG should be taken as a step forward towards the implementation
of the Constitution. Now, in order to make implementation of CFLG, Local Self
Governance Act 1999 has developed some legal and policy mechanisms like
CFLG Strategy and Procedure 2068 (2012) and Local Body Resource Mobilization
and Management Procedure 2069 (2013). All of these legal and policy tools aim
at duly addressing the concerns for the overall development of children like
child participation, child protection, child development and child survival. This
booklet has been prepared on the basis of those experiences and practices.

Adopted Method and Process
Child-Friendly Local Governance: Best Practice is based on the study of three local
bodies of the nation: Sunawal Municiplity (First CFLG declared municipality),
Biratnagar Sub-Metropolitan City (the first local body to prepare periodic plan)
and Kalikot District's Daha VDC (which is adopting CFLG). The method and
process of this booklet is the recording of the standards they have set and typical
patterns they have developed.
The fundamental practices of the local bodies, based on their existing scope of work,
responsibility, human and other resources in relation to their social and cultural
environment, have been incorporated in this document. To identify their practices,
stakeholders of each local body have been divided into six separate groups. Findings
from group discussion programs, direct observations of service flow, and interviews
with directly or indirectly involved service providers and customers have been taken
as main resources of this study. To authenticate these information, record books
as well as publications by or made available in district level and local level offices
were reviewed and analyzed. In this mission, a team of MIREST Nepal had made field
observation and had ascertained child-friendly structures.

Basis for the Selection of The Best Practices
CFLG National Strategy 2068 (2012), CFLG Implementation Procedure 2068
(2012) and CFLG Declaration Procedure 2070 (2014) and the methods and modus
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operandi adopted for the implementation of the above legal and procedural
documents issued by Government of Nepal, Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local
Development are the main basis of this booklet, The Best Practice.
Efforts made by local bodies to reach the status of declaration of CFLG and
achievement made in solving problems and in the mobilization of local means
and resources are taken as another basis of The Best Practice. In fact, the use
of traditional institutions and values with due respect to local thoughts and
opinions that have positive impact for community empowerment and social
mobilization, is an inseparable part of The Best Practice.

Presentation and Delimitation
Recording, research facts and information of The Best Practice have been
presented based on sources. This study is made in the background of the efforts
by some local bodies towards the implementation of CFLG so that others can
also learn as the best practices of these exemplary activities. Special attention
has been paid to avoid repetition as similar practices and events appear in many
places. Redundant details of all efforts by local bodies have not been included.
Only some representative events and practices that are successful in achieving
set indicators of the CFLG implementation have been focused.
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Sunawal
Municipality
First Child-Friendly Town
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Sunawal Municipality
First Child-Friendly Town

S

unawal is the nation's first CFLG-declared municipality. Situated in
Nawalparasi District of Lumbini Zone in Western Development Region,
this municipality was formed on 25th Baishakh 2071 BS by combining
the then Swathi and Sunawal VDCs. It has made a successful history
to be first declared CFLG municipality in 13 months of its municipal
status. This municipality was declared Child-Friendly Municipality on 32nd Jestha
2072 BS.
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Before this, Pragatinagar VDC in Nawalparasi District,situated at the mid-point
of East-West Highway, was declared Child-Friendly VDC. In the present federal
structure, Sunawal Municipality belongs to State no. 5 and is one of the local
bodies with social diversity.
Spread in the area of 121.22 sq.kms stretching from Chure hills to the
Southern plains, this municipality consists of ten wards. It is well known as an
accessible town, thanks to good physical infrastructure and easy access by road
transportation. Total population of this municipality in 8,667 households is
47,103 with female and male population being 23,683 and 23,420 respectively.
This municipality enjoys ethnic and linguistic diversity.
Children below the age of 18 constitute 47% of the total population of this
municipality. The locals claim that child rights are well protected in this
municipality. All stakeholders express their commitment and ownership, after
the declaration of CFLG, for the continuity of child-friendly services, for the
retention of the child-friendly structures and for the favourable administrative
systems.

Declaration of CFLG and Efforts for its Continuity
Orientation and Training
It was informed in the process of group discussion at Sunawal that even after
the declaration of CFLG, regular orientation and training programs regarding
CFLG indicators were conducted among Women Health Community Volunteer
(WHCV), social mobilizers, women networks, CFLG municipal committee,
municipal level stakeholder institutions, community organizations, ward citizen
forum (WCF), civic awareness center (CAC), school management committees,
principals and teachers, school's child-friendly focal persons, child networks,
child clubs, Office bearers, ward level stakeholders etc.

Awareness Program
Stakeholders from Sunawal Municipality also informed that awareness programs
like safe motherhood, explicit breast feeding, use of iron tablets, golden 1000
days initiative, drinking water, personal health and hygiene, issues like washing
hands with soap, household visit for birth registration, control in child marriage
and child labor and other codes of conduct were continued as in the past.
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Declaration
Sunawal Municipality has already been declared fully literate, fully vaccinated
and open-defecation-free municipality. Municipality officials have informed that
campaign to make it environment-friendly municipality is in progress.

Policy, Planning and Program:
Following are the policy, programs and the published records formulated for
CFLG declaration:
n

Child Protection Policy and Work Plan 2072 BS

n

Annual plan of the municipality

n

Periodic plan of the municipality

n

Child related investment plan

n

Code of Conduct for children, guardians, municipality, school and
institutions/organizations

n

Localization of indicators concerning CFLG

n

State of children report

n

Municipality profile 2071 BS

Institutional Arrangement
It is informed that community development institutions, ward citizen forum,
civic awareness center, school management committee, child club (community
and school level), child network (ward and city), CFLG committee, health
management committee, Integrated Planning and Formulation Committee
(IPFC) ,municipality child protection committee and monitoring committee.

Monitoring
It was informed that joint monitoring was made in coordination with sectoral
offices, institutions/organizations and stakeholders.

Publicity
Information dissemination and notification were made through both print and
electronic media like brochures, pamphlets and leaflets, flex banners, posters,
miking, radio, television, hoarding boards etc.
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State of CFLG
Following is the state of achieved indicators of CFLG based on the study
held at Sunawal in the first week of Falgun 2072 BS.

Child Survival:
n

100% respondents of Sunawal told they compulsorily provided explicit breast
feeding to their infants up to six months. The figure was 96.5% in Mangsir
2071BS.

n

According to the survey, 100% children below the age of one year were duly
immunized (DPT, BCG, Hepatitis B, Measles) even before CFLG declaration, and
it is continued today.

n

As per survey, 100% respondents have affirmed that children aged between 6
months to 5 years were administered Vitamin A capsule twice a year.

n

100% pregnant mothers from Sunawal received delivery service of skilled birth
attendant.

n

100% respondents have told that pregnant women had at least four times ante
natalcheck-up and at least three times post natal check-up of mother and
newly born baby.

n

100% respondents informed that pregnant women had anti-Titanus vaccine
twice. The percentage was 96 in 2071BS.

n

100% respondents have told that the pregnant and newly delivered-mothers
have taken iron tablets (total 225 tablets).

n

No HIV AIDS infected mother has been reported at Sunawal Municipality

n

100% households are reported to have potable water facility.

n

100% respondents from Sunawal have told that they washed hands with soap
after using toilet, before meal and after washing away faeces of their children.

Child Protection:
n

100% respondents at Sunawal have told that birth registration has been made
for all the children below five years.

n

100% respondents have informed of no child marriage.

n

100% respondents have informed that there is no any worst form of child labor.

n

It is known through group discussion that child protection work plan, their
implementation and child-friendly code of conduct have been prepared to
eliminate domestic violence against children like exploitation, human
trafficking, abuses and all kinds of violence by family members and community.
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n

It is known through group discussion at Sunawal that community
based child protection system has been brought into execution.

Child Development:
n

100% respondents from Sunawal have said that all children under
the age four have been enrolled in Early Childhood Development
class.

n

100% respondents at Sunawal have told that all children of school
going minimum age have been admitted in grade one.

n

100% respondents at Sunawal have told that all children between
five to twelve years have received basic education (grade one to
eight).

n

The respondents have told the no child from Sunawal is deprived
of formal education.

n

It is known through observation that separate toilets for boys and
girls children have been managed at schools in Sunawal.

n

It was informed during discussions with management committees
and teachers at Sunawal that extra-curricular activities were held at
all schools. Children from child clubs confirmed this.

Child Participation
n

Stakeholders have said that a system to ensure institutional
participation of children between the age of 12 to 18 in decision
process of Sunawal municipality by developing mechanisms like
ward level child assembly, ward citizen forum, integrated planning
committee, municipal child-friendly local governance committee,
is continued.

n

It is found that child related plans and programs have been
incorporated in the current and next fiscal year annual plan of
Sunawal Municipality.

n

During the course of discussion, it has been told that in all
management committee meetings of schools (expect for primary
level) child representatives are invited and their voices are
institutionally ensured and honored.

n

Stakeholders have said in the discussion that representation of
child clubsis made in health management committees in Sunawal,
an in the past.
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n

Ward level and municipality level child networks are found active, as in the past

n

District level child network is found to be present in Nawalparasi and Sunawal's
representation is also there.

Institutional Indicators
n

Sunawal Municipality has informed that its council meeting is being held on regular
basis.

n

The municipality has prepared a local level child-friendly code of conduct in the
presence of the stakeholders on 18th Baishakh 2071BS.

n

CFLG Promotion Committee formed in Sunawal Municipality is active as in the past.

n

Respondents have said that School Management Committees are still active at all
schools in Sunawal.

n

Health Management Committee is found active in health institutions at Sunawal
Municipality

n

It is known through observation that 40 child development centers, child classes and
pre-primary classes are being run at Sunawal.One of them is Gyanjyoti Child
Development Center and it is based on community

n

A total of 118 child clubs (40 school level 78 community level) and 11 child networks
(10 ward level - each in a ward, and one municipality level) are found active at Sunawal
Municipality.

n

One paralegal committee, one community mediator committee, VDC level protection
committees in Sunawal municipality are found active at Sunawal; these committees
are active in child right protection and promotion

n

Municipal level child network has been developed at Sunawal and there is a
representation of children in district level network as well.
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n

Local development plan and investment plan for child
development have been formulated at Sunawal
Municipality.

n

Sunawal Municipality is formulating and implementing
a integrated policy, plan and program by incorporating
child-related plans and programs in the municipal
development plan.

n

State of children report 2071 BS has been published.
This paper is said to be updated and republished in
the next fiscal years

Opportunity and Challenge:
n

As per the analysis of the findings from interaction with stakeholders, group discussion
and household survey, CFLG declared Sunawal is found to be a model source
municipality

n

It appears to be a challenge to give continuity and work with focus on the indicators
achieved when Sunawal Municipality was declared CFLG.

n

It appears to be a challenge to retain Sunawal's image as child-friendly Municipality in
Nawalparasi District which lies at the midpoint of East-west Highway experiences
internal migration. Specially, there is high risk on the issues like child labor and child
marriage.

n

19% respondents from Sunawal have told to have heard about violence upon children
by family members or community, child-trafficking, exploitation and abuses. In such
circumstances, sectoral offices including municipality are required to pay special focus.

n

Local police suspect that children are being used for drug-trafficking across the
neighboring open border even though they are prohibited from use, purchase/sale of
tobacco and alcoholic items inside the municipality. It is another challenge at Sunawal.

n

Campaign against child marriage has brought effective result at Sunawal. However,
survey tells that the end of child-marriage has not yet taken place. State of children
report shows eight case of child marriage in ten months' period in the year 2071 BS. It
was revealed through Group Discussion about some incidences of love marriage by
means of Facebook and mobile. Children involved in love marriage were found to have
given fake details of their age (older than their actual age). This problem has also posed
a challenge to Sunawal Municipality.
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Children's Power at Sunawal

L
Children of
Sunawal know
about District's
budget on child
welfare every
fiscal year; they
are well informed
about how much
budget is being
spent on what
headings

ocal children of the nation's first CFLG-declared
Sunawal Municipality are the main stakeholders
of governance/administrative process and main
partners of decision making process. "Children
of Sunawal know about District's budget on child
welfare every fiscal year; they are well informed about how
much budget is being spent on what headings," said Mr.
Balkrishna Sharma Poudel, Local Development Officer
of Nawalparasi District. He added, "Ask Sunawal-resident
Bipana (Bipana Sharma) from the District Child Club, she
has fully memorized the total district development plan".
Not only Bipana Sharma, but also Barsha Gaire, President of
City Child Network, members of Ward-level Child Network,
Kiran Tamang, Kumar Parajuli, Sweety Darji and Irfan Khan
have full information of planning, budget and expenditure
and the spending process of the local bodies.
According to Barsha, they have started knowing
about administrative process ever since meaningful
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participation of children in all decision making processes
of Sunawal Municipality was ensured. She informed, "All
communities/tol and schools at Sunawal have child clubs
through which children receive notice and information.
We decide from our child assembly (which has layers
from ward to municipal level) on where to spend the
budget (amounting to 15% of the total budget of the
municipality) allocated for children".
Mr. Madhav Dhakal, Chief Executive Officer of the
municipality observed, "Sunawal was sensitive about
child right even when it was a VDC, such issues have
been further mainstreamed in the local administrative
process after it turned into municipality". "All service
providing bodies of Sunawal before and after the
declaration of CFLG have taken children as stakeholders of
administrative process and partners of decision-making
process", he remarked. According to him, meaningful
participation of children is made right from community
development institutes to Integrated Plan Formulation
Committee. Barsha affirmed, "Ward level networks make
ward level decisions while municipal networks send their
representatives to municipality".

Sunawal was
sensitive about
child right even
when it was a
VDC, such issues
have been further
mainstreamed
in the local
administrative
process after
it turned into
municipality
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President Barsha and a Member Anup Neupane represent
in Child-Friendly Local Committee. Similarly, there is a
representation of children in other committees: Water
Supply and Sanitation Committee, Child Protection
Committee, Health Committee etc. In addition, all
School Management Committee meetings have child
participation.

Children of
Sunawal are
nationally and
internationally
famous and
honored; their
personality
development is
the result of CFLG
campaign

Ms. Sharmila Poudel, the then Counselor of Sunawal
Municipality and currently working at Biratnagar
Sub-Metropolitan City,believed that child participation
in administrative decision-making positions not only
facilitated in information dissemination but also helped
in social change. She credited Sunawal residents for their
constructive role in the campaign of declaring CFLG. Child
clubs, according to her, deserved honor for their activeness
and concerns about the campaign. "Children of Sunawal
are nationally and internationally famous and honored;
their personality development is the result of CFLG
campaign", she added.
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There are many stories of child clubs stopping
malpractices like child marriages and rescuing
child laborers. Barsha recollected an incidence of
stopping marriage of her own friend and shared her
experience of quarrels with parents and guardians in
the community while she was advocating the issues
like keeping children away from purchase of tobacco,
cigarette and alcohol and stopping playing cards and
drinking in public places. Similar was the experience
of a member of the club Kiran Tamang. Kiran shared
an incidence how he called police and other guardians
to stop a child marriage. Children of Sunawal pointed
out that a separate Help Desk at Area Police Office
Sunawal has helped a lot in stopping all kinds of
violence against children. This is the only police post in
the whole country to have a separate 'Child Help Desk'.
Mr. Yogendra Timilsina, Police Inspector at the Post
confided that Help Desk was set in coordination with
the municipality. Local police had no report of violence
against children at Sunawal Municipality ever since it
was declared CFLG.
Mr. Chudamani Nepal, Senior Auxiliary Health Worker
(SAHW) at a Sunawal-based sub-health post analyses
it as an resurgence of Children's power at Sunawal. He
observes, "Children participate in health committee and
put more genuine points than the senior stakeholders.
Because of their selfless opinions, their views are more
important than others". There is a rise in the number
of children from other districts visiting Sunawal after
the latter turned into CFLG. Local children provide
orientation to the visitors. There is no doubt one can
see children's power at Sunawal where children are
doing good with their studies on the one hand while
on the other they are active in social awareness.
Presentation by Kumar Yatru/MIREST Nepal

Children
participate in
health committee
and put more
genuine points
than the senior
stakeholders.
Because of their
selfless opinions,
their views are
more important
than others
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Child-Friendly
Schools at Sunawal

S

unawal Municipality of Nawalparasi District
is the nation's first local body to be declared
CFLG. Similarly, schools out there are also
child-friendly. "Sunawal has not adopted CFLG
for the sake of declaration, all service providing
bodies are dedicated to adapt all sectors concerning our
culture, behavior and service to child-friendly governance",
said Mr. Resham Sharma, Focal Person of CFLG, adding,
"Schools have also followed the same principle and are
child-friendly".

Schools have also
followed the same
principle and are
child-friendly

There is no denying of the fact that schools are child-friendly
by themselves. They cannot achieve their goal if their
behavior, teaching and structures are not child-friendly. Mr.
Khemlal Joshi Sharma, Principal of Bhagawati Secondary
School at Sunawal pointed out," We have, therefore,
adopted the concept of child-friendly school as an
inseparable part of academic activities". He added, "Making
children, guardians and community participate in school's
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policy making, plan formulation, implementation and evaluation is
the feature of child-friendly school". Bhagawati Secondary School
had, under the school reform plan, planned to make the school
child-friendly. He further remarked, "Our wish and goal synchronized
with those of Sunawal Municipality that came up with an objective of
making the municipality child-friendly as per Local Self Governance.
Now schools are child-friendly and the whole municipality is a declared
CFLG body".
Similarly, Mr. Chandra Kishor Yadav, Principal of a community school,
Pragati Secondary School, Sunawal, asserts, "Non-punitive education
has come into implementation at our school. Child clubs are active at
school; their participation is at decision-making process. Children's
representation has been ensured in School Management Committee
as per the circular from District Education Office". He continues, "In
addition to this, we have set up a trend of making child representation
in guardians' assembly and teachers' meeting".
Sunawal Municipality is Nepal's one and only local body which has
been declared CFLG in Jestha 2071 BS. For any local body to be
declared child-friendly local body, it has to abide by 27 service related
indicators and 12 institutional indicators. Of all of them, 13 child
development indicators are directly related to child education.
Mr. Toya Nath Lamsal, Asst. District Education
Officer remarked, "District Education Office has
sent written instruction to all schools to develop
them into child-friendly schools by coordinating
with local bodies. Academic institutions are
concerned about the continuity and sustainability
of the child-friendly image". According to his claim,
consciousness of guardians and community,
cooperation and coordination between resource
center and local bodies have worked a lot to make
schools of Sunawal Municipality child-friendly
and to declare the municipality CFLG. He
elaborated, "It is not difficult to improve schools
if community takes their ownership. No extra
investment is required for child-friendly schools;

Our wish and goal
synchronized with those of
Sunawal Municipality that came
up with an objective of making
the municipality child-friendly
as per Local Self Governance.
Now schools are child-friendly
and the whole municipality is a
declared CFLG body
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it is enough when we improve the existing infrastructure". Saying
that education related task was not difficult for child-friendly social
body, he said, child education rights could be established through
collective efforts by social management committee and teachers.
There are 26 public and 14 private schools and colleges at Sunawal.
According to the statistics of Sunawal Municipality, schools, except
those running only primary level, have child clubs, potable water
facility with child-friendly taps, separate toilets for boys and girls,
child-friendly classrooms, furniture and playground. All schools
including one community school have opened child development
centers with child-friendly furniture.

Earlier nobody
bothered if any
child was left
out of school
education; but
now a concept
that no child
should be left out
of school has been
established. It is
all due to CFLG

Mr. Bin Bahadur Budhathoki, a member of local guardians'
association, informed that admissions at the beginning of
academic year were made with the support of child clubs at the
respective schools. He said, "Children themselves, teachers and
guardians make household visits to make sure no child is deprived
of school education". "Earlier nobody bothered if any child was left
out of school education; but now a concept that no child should
be left out of school has been established. It is all due to CFLG", he
claimed.
Mr. Khemlal Joshi Sharma reiterated that all schools at Sunawal
have adopted non-punitive education. He illustrated, "We have
given a message that child-friendly education is non-punitive
teaching. Students at child-friendly schools are not naughty,
they are cooperative and practical. They have strong self-esteem
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and will power as they participate in mutual discussion and
interaction over every activity. This is not an inborn skill of children
but a quality nourished in students at child-friendly schools and
teaching process.
Similarly, Ms. Ram Laxmi Poudel, a teacher of Bhagawati Secondary
School remarked, "We cannot make schools child-friendly by only
making them learn by heart four pillars of child rights; we, instead,
need to have teachers who can identify children's interests and
teach them accordingly to implement the right-based skills and
knowledge. It is our experience that students are physically,
mentally and emotionally safe because of teaching process as per
the concept of child-friendly schools".
Mr. Suresh Acharya, President of MIREST Nepal, who was conducting
a research on CFLG in that area said that students of Sunawal had
high self-confidence after being heard by their schools. He added,
" our study has drawn a conclusion that child-friendly governance
has positive impact on schools. Teachers' attitude towards children
has changed for better after the declaration of CFLG". Likewise,
Mr. Aaitbir Singh Sinjali, President of Local School Management
Committee apprised, "Teachers teach students with equal love and care by taking
into account their capacity and interests; this does not happen elsewhere".
Schools at Sunawal have prepared code of conduct for guardians, teachers and
students and promulgated it through themselves. "This specifies the role of
each of them", outlined Mr. Chitra Bahadur Gurung, teacher from Sunawal Lower
Secondary School. The code of conduct includes main issues and principles to be
followed by children, guardians and teachers. It was released in the meaningful
presence of the stakeholders and by stakeholders themselves.
Mr. Jeevan Khanal, President of Bhagawati Child Club told that their school ensured
participation and representation of children in Management Committee Meetings
and regularly organized extra-curricular activities. He informed that the school
was providing free of cost sanitary pads for female students keeping in view the
problem of female children. Ms. Tara Sharma, a teacher, claimed that that initiative
brought about improvement in girls' education. If local bodies as well as education
institutions are made child-friendly, it can bring about positive change in overall
aspects of society. This is evident in the case of Sunawal Municipality.
Presentation by Tirtha Maya/MIREST Nepal
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Active Ward Civic Forum

A

ll ten wards of Sunawal Municipality are
especially active in rendering civic participation
meaningful at the lowest structure i.e. ward level
of Local Governance. Mr. Deependra Regmi,
then Chief Executive of Sunawal Municipality
said, "Ward civic forums along with other structures have
played a special role for the declaration of Sunawal as
Child-Friendly municipality. Since the formation of ward
civic forum under Government of Nepal, Local Government
Community Development Program (LGCDP), it has been easy
to organize any program with community".

We have worked
hard to declare
Sunawal
Municipality CFLG

According to Local Body Resource Mobilization and
Management Procedure 2069 BS issued by Gov. of Nepal,
Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development, Ward
Civic Forum has been provisioned to formulate participatory
plan and social mobilization. Ward civic forum is expected to
be active to generate and increase civic participation in the
absence of elected local bodies.
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Ms. Meena Kumari Pandey, Coordinator of ward citizen forum of Ward no. 1,
Sunawal expressed, "We have worked hard to declare Sunawal Municipality
CFLG". She further asserted, "Child marriage and child labor were our major
challenges, but with our joint efforts, we got the municipality rid of child labor
and child marriage. And we were successful in making child-friendly municipality,
which is our glory".
There is a provision of ensuring participation from community forest,
cooperative, local NGOs, child club, women, mothers' group, health volunteers
and all ethnicities in ward civic forum. Social mobilizer is
appointed as Secretary of ward civic forum.
Ms. Bimala Kharel, coordinator of ward no. 5 civic forum said,
"Decentralized Action for Children and Women (DACAW)
has helped a lot for Sunawal to be declared child-friendly
municipality. It addressed about 35 indicators of CFG. Our
job was to identify, analyze and complete the unfinished
works soon after the VDC was converted into municipality"
DACAW Program run with the support of UNICEF had
special contribution to elementary education, primary
child care and brain development, child health, mother's
health, sanitation/hygiene, HIV AIDS control, and for the
protection of woman and child rights.
“Suahara Nutrition program is continued at Sunawal even
after its declaration of child-friendly governance”MsShanta

Child marriage and
child labor were our
major challenges,
but with our joint
efforts, we got the
municipality rid of
child labor and child
marriage. And we
were successful in
making child-friendly
municipality, which is
our glory
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Bhandari, Chairperson of Sunawal Interparty Women
Network added “It became possible to declare Sunawal
a Child-friendly status because of the level of women
awareness here”. Mother groups have a special contribution
here. In order to empower community, make mothers aware
enough; family and community will eventually be aware once
mothers are aware.

There are
usually women
coordinators in
Ward Civic Forum
in all 10 ward of
town

With the understanding of these facts Ward Civic Forum at
Sunawal municipality is covered by more than 80 percent
women, claims Mr Madhav Dhakal, Executive Officer. He
added “There are usually women coordinators in Ward Civic
Forum in all 10 ward of town”
The Coordinator of then Swathi Civic Awareness Centre Ms.
Janaki Kumari Tharu claims that the role of civic awareness
centre is also important for making child-friendly local
governance successful. Likewise, Ms BK, Coordinator of
another Civic Awareness Centre said that she learnt the
fundamental ideas of child-friendly local governance through
the centre. Furthermore, Ms Nirmala Chaudhary, Member,
Civic Awareness Centre, also said “we got the opportunity to
understand advantages of child-friendly governance in the
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weekly classes run by the LGCDP Social Mobilizer, as a result of that we not only
improved our conduct and behavior, but got opportunity to flourish this subject
matter in the society as well”.
“Child-friendly governance has enhanced status and pride for the inhabitant of
Sunawal town; and we will now conduct the program such as Golden Thousand
Days initiatives on our own.” Ms Geeta Kunwar, Chairperson, mothers group of
Sunawal -9 said “We feel we were born too early, if there were such programs
during our childhood we would have been more capable.”
Child-friendly local governance volunteer Ms. Dayanti Chaudhary said “All the
residents of Sunawal have equal contribution in declaration of child-friendly local
governance. Also, there is an equal effort of Ward Civic Forum, Civic Awareness
Centre, Mothers group, Cooperatives, etc. We became successful because of
activeness of these organizations at local government level.”
Ward Citizen Forum here is also active after the declaration of child-friendly local
governance. Especially its role is special in mobilizing the people in local level
plan formulation process. Their roles are considered vital from settlement to local
level in selection process of plans during plan formulation. The pleasant aspect at
Sunawal is meaningful participation of children at each level of decision making
process and children are considered as the decision making especial force of the
society.
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Bipana's Dream
My involvement in
child club started
since 2011. We
formed Ekata
Child Club in
our locality and
registered in then
Sunawalvdc. That
was my first step
in child club

G

enerally speaking Bipana is a citizen of
Sunawal and in other words, she is a student of
class 11 at Lumbini Higher Secondary School
situated at Nawalparasi. However, it is not
sufficient for her introduction. Her activeness
and creativity is not only honored within the nation but
even recognized abroad. Currently, she is the Chairperson
of district Child Co-ordination Group in Nawalparasi,
elected from the seventh district assembly. The assembly
was held in Kawasoti of this district on February, 2015

Global Teen Hero- 2015
Bipana achieved the title of Global Teen Hero in the year
2015. She was honored with this title by Ministry of Youth
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and Sports, Nepal for conducting campaign in opening child club in community
level for the first time in Nepal. She started the campaign to open child club in
community level in the year 2011 for the first time. She was only 11 years old when
she opened Ekata Child Club at ward no. 1, at Sunawal. The residents of Sunawal
said that her involvement in the club has helped in her personality development.
She was a successful recipient of “Asian Girl Ambassador Award” held in Taiwan.
Reasons behind such success are because of her Clear understanding of child
rights, quality and good orator, proper utilization of time, and habit of right deed.

Architect of Child-friendly local governance
Sunawal municipality is Nepal's first child-friendly municipality. Government of
Nepal declared this municipality as child-friendly local governance implementing
city on 32nd Falgun 2072. There was important role of local children along with
others in declaration of child-friendly municipality whose leadership was taken
by Bipana.
She not only has information about every step of plan formulation process of
local level but also has full information about district, city, and ward level plan
and programs. After the adoption of child-friendly local governance, local
bodies should allocate 15 percent of the capital budget for child-friendly local
governance program. Children have been warning incase of any misuse of
children budget or use of budget inappropriately .Thus Sunawal municipality
can be considered as child-friendly.
“My involvement in child club started since 2011.
We formed Ekata Child Club in our locality and
registered in then Sunawalvdc. That was my first step
in child club.” Bipana said, “Sunawalvdc converted
into municipality in 2011. I got the opportunity to
be the chairman of Municipal Children Network.
Currently Barsha Gaire is serving as a chairman of
Municipal Children Network. Municipal Children
Network presently has honoured me as an advisor.
In the advisory committee former chairman of
Swathi, Mr. Amit Yadav , Niraj Bashyal and Amit BK
are also serving together. Although it is an advisory
committee, we actively participate in all activities of
municipal child club.

Children have been
warning incase
of any misuse of
children budget
or use of budget
inappropriately.
Thus Sunawal
municipality can
be considered as
child-friendly.
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Bipana along with other children of the municipality are fully aware about child
rights. They also have got information about the provisions done by child rights
convention. They have this kind of information due to regular various trainings
given by municipality and organizations including UNICEF.” We on our own sit
down for interactions and discussions as a result of which we got the opportunity
to know not just only about child rights but also our duties”. According to Bipana,
activities under municipality have also helped in capacity development of child
clubs. Except these factors, child clubs in Sunawal are favored due to the help of
guardians of Sunawal, schools, and other various areas as understood by Bipana.

A Story of Differently Abled Girl Child
“While working in child club, we feel we are doing something good". She added,
“I still remember the incident when I was able to admit a differently able girl child
of ward no.1, Sunawal in school successfully while I was in municipal child club.”
She told us about the obstacles from her parents despite her interest in studying
during meeting at child club. Actually, right to study is one of the fundamental
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right of children. She came to the club knowingly or unknowingly on her
decision against not sending her to school. Later, under my leadership friends
of child club visited her home. We requested her parents to send their daughter
to school. Fortunately, her parents agreed and we successfully admitted her to
school in class 1 free of cost. I am informed that her studies are going well.

Awareness against Child Marriage
Sunawal child club have achieved success in their awareness programs against
child marriage. Child clubs many times have advised the children of their age
about the pros and cons of child marriage through different medias. They
perform awareness rallies and street dramas on their own. As a result of which,
they tell us about the incidents where they stopped child marriage. Barsha Gaire
coordinator of Municipality Child Club Network said “once we have even sent
back the groom family and the well-wishers. After such incidents, friends of
child club have had to receive many criticisms. Child marriage no more exists in
Sunawal. This is also something for us to be proud of.”

An Imagination of Child-Friendly Nepal
Bipana says, “Nepal should be child-friendly". World recognizes Nepal as a country
of Mount Everest. Nepal is also known as the birthplace of Lord Gautam Buddha.
Along with this introduction, Nepal should be now known as child-friendly
country. She said “Sunawal municipality being child friendly is not sufficient,
whole Nawalparasi district also might be child-friendly in near future but her
dream will only be fulfilled when the whole country becomes child-friendly”
During an interaction program organized by Mirest Nepal, Bipana said, “If country
becomes child-friendly, there is no need to open more jails and rehabilitations,
and not much investment needs to be done to attain gender equity and maintain
caste discrimination.” For this, she request all the local bodies of Nepal to adopt
child-friendly local governance and to create environment for investment in
child rights areas in a serious manner.
Presentation: Tirtha Maya/ Mirest Nepal
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3.

Biratnagar as a
Model for East
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Biratnagar as a
Model for East

B

i r a t n a g a r
sub-metropolitan
city
situated
in Koshi zone
of
Morang
district based on Eastern
Development Region is
identified as established
historical industrial town
of country. Famous in
the eastern region as the
industrial, business and
administrative
centre,
Biratnagar is the second
largest city of Nation.
Situated in state no.1 in
present federal structure,
this metropolitan is the town having largest number of population in the state.
Biratnagar got the identification of municipality from 1951, later classified as the
sub-metropolitan in the southern part is connected to Jogbani border of India.
In 22 ward of Biratnagar sub- metropolitan city there are 45,131 households.
According to National Population Census 2012, there is total population of
Biratnagar is 2, 01,125.In which there is a female population of 99,176 and male
population of 1, 01,945. According to the data of Biratnagar, population growth
rate is 2.85 percentages. There is diversity of caste and language in population
of Biratnagar. In 84 castes, there is a combination of Khas-Brahman, Madhesi,
Muslim, Indigenous, and Dalit .
In the total population of Biratnagar, there is 39.073% of children below 18
years or 79,907 numbers. It is declared as the child-friendly local body with the
assurance of child-rights of children. According to Biratnagar Sub-metropolitan,
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Activeness of all the
political parties, civil
societies, child-friendly
local governance vdc,
ward civic forum, civic
awareness centre, child
club and child network,
school management
committee of
Biratnagar which
have moved forward
accomplishing
required level wise
steps necessary for
the announcement
of child-friendly local
governance is specially
commendable

for the implementation of child-friendly local
governance, all stakeholders expressed their ownership
and commitment to construct child-friendly service
provider bodies and their service and structure and make
legal procedures favorable accordingly. Activeness of all
the political parties, civil societies, child-friendly local
governance VDC, ward citizen forum, civic awareness
centre, child club and child network, school management
committee of Biratnagar which have moved forward
accomplishing required level wise steps necessary for
the announcement of child-friendly local governance is
specially commendable.

Initiation of Biratnagar For The
Implementation of Child Friendly
Local Governance
Orientation and Training: In Biratnagar during the
group discussion it has been informed that orientation
and training related to the indicator of child-friendly
local governance has been given to the female health
community volunteer, social mobilizer, female network,
child-friendly local governance municipal committee,
municipal level stakeholders organization, tole
organization, ward civic forum, civic awareness centre,
chairman of school management committee, principal
and professor, teachers, school's child-friendly focal
person, members of child-club and child network, ward
level stakeholders etc.
Awareness Program: In Biratnagar, during the group
discussion of stake holders, they informed that awareness
programs have been conducted on the subjects of safe
motherhood, complete breast-feeding, use of iron
tablets, golden thousand days, safe drinking water,
personal health and cleanliness, subjects of washing
hands with soap, household visit for birth registration,
minimization of child marriage, and child labor, practical
implementation of code of conduct.
Announcement: It has been informed that a campaign
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has been conducted for making Biratnagar a literate municipality, complete
vaccination, and open defecation free municipality and environment friendly.
Policy Plan and Program: (A) Child protection policy and work plan-2016 (B)
Municipality annual plan (C) Municipality periodic plan (D) Investment plan for
children (E) Management and Operation of Madarasa school) (Code of Conduct)
work procedure 2013 (F) Work plan for the minimization of home violence like
violence, trafficking, exploitation, misbehavior against children. (G) Code of
conduct for children, guardian, municipality, school, and organizations. (H)
Localizing indicator related to child-friendly local body (I) State of children report
Structures: It was informed that structures like Tole Development Organization,
Civil Ward Forum, Civic Awareness Centre, School Management Committee,
Child Club (Tole level and School level), Child network (Ward and Municipal),
Child-friendly local governance committee, Health Management Committee,
Municipal Child Protection Committee in United Plan Formulation Committee,
Monitoring Committee of Child labor Club were constructed.
Monitoring: It has been informed that there has been combined monitoring with
co operation in the subjected offices, organization and stakeholders.
Advertisement: Radio, television and brochure and pamphlets, Flex banner
distribution through miking, distribution of code of conduct, communication
and information through hoarding board, press, radio and television.

State of CFLG
Following is the state of achieved indicators of CFLG based on the study held in
Biratnagar in the first week of falgun 2072 BS:

Child Survival :
n

91 % respondents of Biratnagar told they compulsorily provided explicit breastfeeding
to their infant up to six months. The figure was 91 % (same) as per statistics of District
Public Health Office

n

100% respondents have told that all the children within the age of one year were duly
immunized (DPT, BCG, Hepatitis B, Measles dosage)

n

100 % respondents have affirmed that children aged between 6 months to 5 years
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were administered Vitamin A capsule twice a year.
n

93% respondents have told that pregnant mother received delivery service from skilled
birth attendant. However it has been documented 95% in District Public Health Office.

n

93 % respondents of Biratnagar have told that pregnant women had at least 4 times
antenatal check up and at least 3 times post-natal check-up of mother and newly born
baby. State of children report published by Biratnagar sub-metropolitan, such pregnant
women is 95%.

n

93% respondents of Biratnagar have told that pregnant women had anti-tetanus
vaccine twice. The figure was documented 95% in District Public Health Office.

n

91% respondents of Biratnagar have told that the pregnant women have taken iron
capsule (total 225 tablets ). However it has been documented 95% in District Public
Health Office.

n

According to survey, no HIV/AIDS infected mother has been reported.

n

In the results of survey of Mirest Nepal, it is mentioned that 98% respondents have told
that there is availability of portable water facility in the households. But according to
Sub-metropolitan, such household is 100%.

n

100 % respondents have told that they wash hands using soap after using the toilet,
before having meal and after washing away faeces of their children.
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Child Protection
n

100% respondents of Biratnagar have told the birth registration has been made for all
the children below 5 years of age.

n

In the survey, it has been found that 4 out of 20 got married below the age of 18 years
in past 3 years. In the statistics of Biratnagar Sub metropolitan city, 8 children have had
child marriage in the year 2016.

n

From the survey done in 200 households, there is 1 child in transport field, 3 children in
wage labor and 3 in household chores as child labor. In the statistics of Biratnagar Sub
metropolitan city, there are 552 children as child labors.

n

In the document of municipality, it is mentioned that child protection system is
executed based on child protection related community.

Child Development
n

100 % respondents have told that children under the age 4 years have been enrolled in
early childhood development classes.

n

100 % respondents have told that all the children of school going have been enrolled
in grade 1

n

100 % respondents have told that children aged between 5 to 12 years have received
basic education (class 1 to class 8 )

n

Through interaction with child labor club in Biratnagar, it is found that informal child
education program is conducted for children who were deprived of formal education
program. Through this, vulnerable children were also included.

n

From the observation it is found that there is provision of separate toilets for boys and
girls at schools in Biratnagar.

n

Programs related to extracurricular activities were held in every schools of Biratnagar,
as informed in the discussions with school management committee and teachers.
Children from child club have confirmed this.

Child Participation
n

It is found that mechanisms such as ward level child assembly, ward civic forum,
integrated planning committee, VDC level child-friendly local governance etc. are
developed in order to achieve organizational participation of children aged 12-18
years in the decision making of Biratnagar Sub metropolitan city.
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n

plan and programs of children are found to be included in annual plans of Biratnagar
Sub metropolitan city.

n

During the course of discussion, it has been told that, in all management committee
meetings of schools (except for primary level) child representatives are invited and their
voices are institutionally ensured and honored.

n

It is found that representation of child club has been made in Biratnagar health
management committee.

n

In Biratnagar sub metropolitan, ward and municipal level child network has been found
to be active.

n

It is found that there is district level child network in Morang district and it is
represented from Biratnagar.

Institutional Indicators
n

According to the municipality, council meetings of Biratnagar Sub metropolitan are
held in regular basis.

n

Biratnagar Sub metropolitan has prepared child-friendly code of conduct on 2015 BS
9th October in the presence of stakeholders.

n

Child-friendly local governance promotion committee has been formulated in
Biratnagar sub-metropolitan

n

School management committee of 139 schools out of 154 is found to be active in
Biratnagar.

n

Health management committees of health organizations in Biratnagar sub metropolitan
are found to be active.

n

It is found through observation that there are 163 child development centre, child
classes and pre primary classes in operation.

n

There is network of 105 school level, 22 ward levels and 1 municipal network in
Biratnagar sub metropolitan.

n

One paralegal committee, one committee mediator committee, VDC level child
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protection committee in Biratnagar sub-metropolitan are found active; these
committees are active in child right protection an promotion.
n

Municipal level child network has been developed in Biratnagar and there is
representation of children in district level network as well.

n

In Biratnagar sub metropolitan there has been preparation to publish local development
plan and investment plan for children by formulating them.

n

Biratnagar sub-metropolitan is formulating and implementing a integrated policy, plan
and program by incorporating child-related plans and programs in municipal
development plan.

n

State of children report has been prepared and published in Biratnagar sub metropolitan
city.

Opportunity and Challenges
n

Analyzing the results of interaction with stake holders, group discussion, household
survey, it has been found that they have completed the indicators of Biratnagar sub
metropolitan child-friendly local governance.

n

In order to declare Biratnagar sub metropolitan city as child-friendly local governance
continuation of fulfilled indicators and working with special focus on those indicators
seems to be the challenge.

n

Under the component of child survival, it was informed during the discussions of stake
holders that although there is facility of safe drinking water the main source of drinking
water is grounded and arsenic have been found to some extent. In context of
Biratnagar it seems as a challenge to provide safe drinking water to such households.

n

In the index of municipality there are still 552 children as child labor. Despite the
important act of minimization of child labor by the attempt of Sub metropolitan city
and stakeholders as compared to past, this fact seems to be challenge on its own. Open
border with India as well as easy migration from other places to Biratnagar in search of
opportunities for business, industrial and urbanization purpose makes child labor
minimization, an important challenge to Biratnagar in coming days.

n

19% of the reporters have told us that they have heard about violence against women
and children, trafficking, exploitation and misbehave. Also, complaints as such have
increased in the inscription of local police station. This is another challenge for
continuation of child-friendly local governance in Biratnagar.

n

In the past, there were informal education programs operated for children deprived of
formal education and child labor in Biratnagar. Its impact was seen positive. At one
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hand there are sayings that the program is no more necessary while in the other hand
there seems to be a contradiction in context of maintaining child labor.
n

Campaign against child marriage has given effective result in Biratnagar. Therefore
from the survey it is found that condition of prohibition of child marriage has not
reached yet. In the state report of municipality, it is mentioned that there are 8 child
marriages incident in 2016 within 10 months period. During the group discussions
Superintendent Police of District Police Office informed that there is increment in love
marriages due to use of face book and mobile phones and children have been
increasing their age. This is a challenging subject to Biratnagar.

n

From the household survey in Biratnagar, it is found that mother did not provide
explicit breast feeding to their infant up to six months . They should be identified and
it is necessary to address them appropriately.

n

Conclusion of survey is that 7% of pregnant women don't deliver babies from qualified
health workers. This is also one of the important challenges.

n

Lack of awareness is seen in the context of 4 pre maternal health checkups and atleast
3 post maternal health checkups of baby and the mother. Despite the presence of
abundant health organizations lack of access to service is not correct.

n

In the result of survey it is found that almost 9 % pregnant and post pregnant mothers
don't intake iron tablets (225 in total).
During identification it is found that these groups are Dalit, Madhesi and Janajatis.
Therefore awareness programs should be aimed for such marginal communities.
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Responsibility to
“tole organization”

In tole organization
members are only
households not
the individual,
so eventually
every household
is member of tole
organization. In
ward no.6 sub
metropolitan
has listed 42 tole
organizations

B

iratnagar a leading industrial city of nation is
declared as child friendly local body. In year 2017,
sub metropolitan was declared child friendly
sub metropolitan with honorable Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister for Federal Affairs and Local
Development, Mr. Kamal Thapa as a chief guest. Many people
have a say that in order to make sub metropolitan reach
child-friendly level there is high contribution of tole organization
with multi stakeholders to strengthen the community.
Mr. Khilnath Niraula, Executive Director of Human Rights who
is active against child labor recalling the past says “It would
not have been possible for Biratnagar to be child-friendly
if tole organizations of this place were not responsible for
child friendly governance. But we resident of Biratnagar have
announced the child-friendly municipality with pride. This is
the contribution of tole organization”
There are 453 Tole organizations active in 22 ward of
Biratnagar sub metropolitan. This tole organization inside
sub metropolitan includes one lakh eighty thousands
population from thirty eight thousands three hundred and
85 households. Kedar Karki, chairman of Tole organization,
situated in ward 6 added, “In tole organization members
are only households not the individual, so eventually every
household is member of tole organization. In ward no.6 sub
metropolitan has listed 42 tole organizations”
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After the commencement of Local Self Governance Act (LSGA) 1999, community
organization were formed inline with that law, says Mr Ram Kumar Yadav ,
Secretary for joint community Organization of that ward. From his experience, it
has been easy for co-operation and collaboration due to affiliation of members
of community organization in ward civic forum and other organization.
Child friendly local governance committee is formed in ward level (community
level) . But it is synonym to Tole organization. Social mobilzers of ward no.6
Manmaya Bhattarai says, “There have been new practices in the child friendly
local governance community level committee from the view of work distribution.
Different subcommittees have been formed from 4 parts of child-friendly local
governance for the effective work of child friendly governance.” She again added
Child survival committee with the coordination of health volunteer Kamala
Pokhrael, child protection committee, in the co ordination of coordinator of
Civic Ward Forum Bimala Tiwari, Children Development Committee with the
coordination of treasurer of United Tole Organization Pabitra Niraula and with
the coordination of child club Soniya Khatun , child participation committee
is formed. This committee monitors, evaluates, facilitates and works on
advertisement of their respective subjects.
Jayanta Khanal member of Child Survival committee says, it becomes easier for
subcommittee to enter into the community by doing work distribution. For the
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declaration of Child friendly local governance there should be completion of
indicators i.e. 10 for child survival, 5 for child protection, 6 for child development
and 6 related to child participation. Presently service related 27 indicators of
these 4 components and 12 indicators of institutionalized development are
almost fulfilled as claimed by, Mr. Dilli Dhamal, Head of Department of Women
and Children, Biratnagar Sub metropolitan. “Tole organizations gathered with
the purpose of developing the opinion of child-friendly governance”, Executive
director of Human Rights and Environmental Forum (FAREN) Niraula added
“There was participation of tole organizations around the year 2009, during
household survey for initiation of child friendly governance. From the survey
we found out the status of child rights in each house, in case of child rights
abuse information was given to tole organizations as well as to stakeholders.
"According to Mr. Ganga Ram Yadav, a campaigner of child friendly governance,
members of tole organization having strengthened orientation of child-friendly
governance are the reason behind its productive results. He adds, “Child friendly
governance campaign has become meaningful due to adoption of participatory
work method with Tole organizations which is considered as the basic root of
the society.”
Presenter: Navaraj Lama/MIREST Nepal
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From child labor to
(human)right activists

M

y name is Saraswoti Gurung. Upto year
2000, I was child labor. Due to family
reason, I was working as a household
worker at a relative's house. I was 9
years old then. At the same time, with
the collaboration of Biratnagar Municipality and UNICEF
there were child protection activities operated in
Biratnagar. The implementing body of this campaign was
a NGO named Human Right and Environmental forum
(FAREN). Now, I realize those activities were child-friendly
governance related.
Yes, in the same campaign I was taken to the classes where
informal education was given to the children engaged in
child labor. In that informal child education, there were
children like me from child labor, children at risk, orphans.
I studied there for around 20 months. After the informal
classes, I became qualified for formal education of a
community school and got admitted in class 5.
We child laborers were given training on life skills. I got
the opportunity to participate in training on the issues of
child marriage, child labor, and rights. Gradually I realized
there were many children like me in Biratnagar. We child
laborers got another opportunity to organize a club for
child laborers in the form of a meeting point. I became
the first chairman in that child club. Such child clubs are
in 10 different wards of Biratnagar. We ourselves decided
to create municipality network of those child labor clubs.
I also became the first chairman of municipality child
labor club municipality network. We mainly worked
against child labor through the club. Against child labor,

We mainly worked
against child labor
through the club.
Against child labor,
administration,
police complaints,
municipality and even
campaigners were
called for help in need.
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We went from
home to home in
order to register
the births. It
was discovered
that 15000
births were not
registered

administration, police complaints, municipality and even
campaigners were called for help in need.
It feels good to see reduction in child labor of Biratnagar. At
least this generation has concept of child-friendly governance
unlike ours. We even conducted the campaign against child
marriage through the club. I remember a friend ChandaniMagar
who cancelled her own wedding. Similarly, we also started
campaign for birth registration. Biratnagar municipality came
up saying around 5000 births were unregistered. We went from
home to home in order to register the births. It was discovered
that 15000 births were not registered. Birth registration has
been now done for all of them. In Biratnagar, vaccination
campaign was found to be incomplete. 30% of the children
did not get vaccinated. We also found the reason behind it.
The reason behind children missing on their vaccination was
not only because of illiteracy and ignorance but also because
of busy working parents. Children of families engaged in
wage labor also missed their vaccination. We have also helped
vaccination campaigns during vaccination day in various tole
making groups through our child club. Currently Biratnagar has
reached 100% vaccination. I believe it to be a success.
I currently work in FAREN who guided me the correct path since
childhood. In affiliation of the organization I am working as a
contact person of resource centre. I have completed Bachelors
level in my educational qualification. I am thinking of working
on education along with areas of children. I am using my
experiences and knowledge from trainings as a trainer. We are
now soon going to declare Biratnagar sub metropolitan child
friendly governance. We are working on it now.
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Child Friendly
Madarsa Education

As a result 100%
children from
Muslim family of
Biratnagar sub
metropolitan go to
school and to add
they are trying their
utmost to make
school child-friendly.

T

he combined effort of Madarsa school
teachers, students, and guardians of
Biratnagar sub metropolitan city can
be taken as an example of a stepping
stone for social transformation. When the
traditional organizations are modernized and made
highly effective. Especially, the attempt of madarsas
of Biratnagar can be taken as a good practice for
social awareness. As a result 100% children from
Muslim family of Biratnagar sub metropolitan go to
school and to add they are trying their utmost to
make school child-friendly.
“We have also made Madarsa school management
and operational code of conduct with the initiation of
Muslim Community”, Chairman of Morang Madarsa
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This code of
conduct is
followed by all
19 madarsa of
Biratnagar sub
metropolitan
city. At one
hand, madarsa
are included
in national
mainstreamwhile
in the other hand
it has helped in
making schools
child-friendly.

Commiitee, who has also served as Principal of
Sahabajiya Secondary School Imam Haider said,
“This code of conduct is followed by all 19 madarsa
of Biratnagar sub metropolitan city. At one hand,
madarsa are included in national mainstream while
in the other hand it has helped in making schools
child-friendly”. According to the code of conduct it is
mentioned that there is teaching of only approved
syllabus from syllabus development centre. Also,
it is mentioned that there is management for
provision of safe drinking water, gender neutral
toilets, and extra-curricular activities according to
the indicators of child-friendly local governance
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Initiative of Biratnagar in
Child Labour Reduction

L

ocal bodies, adopting child-friendly local
governance are facing big challenges on reduction
of child labour. Report published in 2012 by
Government of Nepal, Central Bureau of Statistics
and International Labour Organization pointed out
that, in Nepal there are total 7.77 million children within age
group of 5-17 years, out of these 3.14 million are employed
in any form and 0.62 million are in hazardous labour. With
these fact, it can be clearly assumed that local bodies are
facing biggest challenge to form a child labour free VDC
or municipality. However, Biratnagar sub-metropolitan
city addressed those challenges and claimed significantly
reduction of child labour and declared the child-friendly
local governance.
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As per the provision of the Procedure for Declaration
of Child-Friendly Local Bodies - 2070, worst form of the
child labour should be reduced by 80%; with facing such
challenges Biratnagar sub-metropolitan city claims the
reduction of worst form child labour by more than 80%.
'Strategy and the right working procedure taken by
municipality and cooperation between community and line
agency made success to overcome the challenges.' Mr. Gopal
Regmi, Executive officer of Biratnagar sub-metropolitan
city said. "Child labour right now is negligible in number in
comparison with the 10 thousand child labour documented
in as per the report of National Labour Academy in 2002".
According to latest statistic, the estimated number of child
labour in Biratnagar is around 5 hundred.
To improve the situation of child labour in Biratnagar, the
United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), Plan Nepal, ILO
IPAC, various NGOs and Biratnagar Sub-Metropolitan City
have been conducting a special program from last 10 years.
Ms. Sharmila Poudel counsellor of Biratnagar
Sub-Metropolitan City pointed out "success behind
this is the support of various national and international
non-governmental organizations and joint effort of
community-based organizations, mothers' groups, female
community health volunteers, ward citizen forum."

Child labour right
now is negligible
in number in
comparison with
the 10 thousand
child labour
documented in as
per the report of
National Labour
Academy in 2002
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"Informal education, better future selection programme,
academic support programme, child labour saving programme,
child labour club and rescue & rehabilitation programmes etc.
have contributed to reduce child labour", Mr. Khil Raj Niraula
rights activists working in the sector of child right said.
The Hotel Association Eastern Chapter president Mr. Suresh
Bhattarai also claimed that all hotels in Biratnagar are child
labour free. Mr. Bhattarai further said it is compulsory that
all hotel should put the hooding board of "child-labour free
hotel", he further added, "hotel association is monitoring and
facilitating for child-labour free, not only in hotel but also in
transportation, factory, industry and other labour related
sector."

role of child
club was
significantly
important to
make child
labour free
Biratnagar

Another businessman, Mr. Khem Raj Nepal, Managing Director
of the Hotel Eastern Star Biratnagar said, "as I am a president of
community organization I am not only responsible for making
own hotel child labour free but also responsible for fulfilment
of all indicators of child-friendly local governance". Sajan
Paswan previous president of municipal child club said, "role of
child club was significantly important to make child labour free
Biratnagar". Paswan further said 'where we see the child labour,
we used to work together for recue and take action. Sometime
we have also handed over factories and hotel operators,
keeping such child labour to the police".
Informal education campaigner Mr. Kuseshower Kamat said,
"informal education and recue & rehabilitation is supporting
on declining the child labour". However, it is very difficult to
reduce the child labour to zero in Biratnagar because of the
city linked with open boarder and maximum people-entering
to the city in search of opportunity and employment.'
-Presented by: Jyoti Niraula/ MIREST Nepal
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Future of Karnali
Daha-Kalikot
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Future of Karnali
Daha-Kalikot

K

alikot district is one of the remote hilly district of Nepal. Kalikot is
spread over hard rock and high steep hills and located in northern
part of Mahabharat range and southern part of high Himalayas.
Overall geographical identity of Kalikot is deep narrow valley of Karnali
and Tilariver and high highland raised from those rivers. The district
headquarter of Kalikot is located in Khadachakra of Manma VDC, Karnali Zone,
Midwest Development Region and State no. 6 of the recent federal structure. As
per the human development index of the country this district is in 73rd position
and in the poverty index it is in 70th position out of 75 districts. In past Kalikot
district was considered as marginal district as per the various development
indicators, after it's linkage with the Karnali highway people of Kalikot are getting
access to the financial and social transformation.
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Daha is one out of 30 VDCs in Kalikot district. Daha VDC is located in Ilaka no. 1 out
of 9 Ilakas in district, As per the national census 2068 there are 849 house-hold
and the total population is 5048 in the VDC. Out of total population 2582 are
male and 2502 are female population. In Daha VDC out of total population there
are 2841 are Children (below 18 years) of these children 1399 are boys and 1442
are girls.
Karnali highway goes through small market of Malpha and Pilli of the Daha
VDC. Local people of Daha is taking this highway as an opportunity to access
to the governance and willing to take advantages to declare child-friendly
local governance. Ownership and commitment of all stakeholders seems very
progressive to build child-friendly mechanism in VDC and the service providing
agencies are also adopting it in the governance system.
Activeness of all the school, health institution and political parties of Daha,
Citizen Forum, child-friendly local governance VDC committees, Ward civic
forum, Citizen awareness centre, child club & child network, school management
committee, etc's roll in the process to achieve the child-friendly local governance
declaration in Daha VDC is highly appreciable. For this purpose VDC is allocating
15% amount from its budget and the collaboration of health, education,
sanitation related line agencies and NGOs are in place.
n

Orientation and awareness to all stakeholders on child-friendly local governance.

n

To promote child-friendly local governance child-friendly local governance village
committee has formed.

n

VDC child fund has established.

n

Child club and the network are built.

n

Political parties and various stakeholders have expressed their commitment.

n

Decision is being made to allocate 15% from VDC capital grant and active participation
of children in child-friendly planning is in place.

n

Specially word civil forum and female community health workers is active at community
for the formation of child-friendly city.

n

Some wards have been declared as full immunization wards.

n

Full literacy VDC has been declared.

n

Open defecation VDC has been declared.

n

Child marriage free VDC has been declared.
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State of child-friendly local governance
Child-friendly local governance has been adopted in Daha through the
initiation of District Development Committee, Kalikot and Daha VDC. Daha
VDC,which is preparing to declare child-friendly local governance very soon
is following the National Strategy for Child-Friendly Local Governance- 2068
and Implementation Procedure of Child-Friendly Local Governance 2068 in it's
working procedure and system. In this system VDC is also adopting child-friendly
approach in service delivery sectors. Therefore VDC has declare Child marriage
free VDC, open defecation VDC, literate VDC and also VDC is trying to declare full
immunization VDC, fully care of pregnant women by skill birth attendant VDC.

Present situation
While the study was made on 2072 Falgun, state of the child-friendly local
governance was as follows.

Child Survival
n

100% respondents of Daha told they compulsorily provided explicit breastfeeding to
their infants up to 6 months. However it has been documented that two (2.3%) out of
85 children born with in 2 years have not feed with beestings.

n

100% respondents of Daha told that all the children with in the age of a year has dully
immunized with DPT, BCG, Hepatitis B and Measles.

n

100% respondents of Daha told that all the children age between 6 month to 5 years
were administrated vitamin A capsules twice a year.

n

100% respondents of Daha told that pregnant mother was received delivery service
from skill birth attendant.

n

100% respondents of Daha told thatthe pregnant mother had at least four-time
ante-natal and at least three times post-natal health check-up of mother and newly
born mother.

n

100% respondents of Daha told that pregnant mother had anti-tetanus vaccine twice.

n

100% of respondents of Daha told that pregnant and newly delivered mother has taken
iron tablets(total 225 tablet).

n

No HIV AID infected mothers has been reported in any household of Daha.

n

100% respondents of Daha told that there is availability of potable water to the
households. But, as per the district profile of Kalikot, in Daha VDC there is only ......
% of drinking water facility available.

n

100% respondents of Daha have told they washed hands with soap after using toilet,
before meal and washing away faeces of their children.
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Child Protection
n

99% respondents of Dahatold birth registration has been made for all the children
below 5 years of age.

n

100 % respondents of Dahatold there is no chid marriage.

n

100 % respondents of Dahatold there is no any worst form child labour. But during the
survey one child labour was found.

n

Community based child protection system shall be operationalized.

Child Development
n

100% respondentstold all the children under the four years of age have been enrolled
in early childhood development classes.

n

100% respondentstold all the age group of school going chid are being enrolled in
grade one.

n

100% respondentstoldchildren age group 5-12 years have received basic education
(class 1-8).

n

This is being responded that not a single child is excluded on formal education in Daha.
However, during the group discussion this is being informed that provision of informal
education for vulnerable children has been made.
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n

Provision of separate toilet for girls and boys in all school at Daha was found during
observation.

n

This is being informed that during the discussion with school management committee
and the teachers all the schools in Daha are operating extra curricular activities.
Children of the child club confirmed this.

Child Participation
n

For the institutional participation of children (12-18 years of age) in decision making
process in Daha VDC different mechanism like ward level child assembly,ward civic
forum, integrated planning committee, VDC level child-friendly local governance
committee has been developed.

n

The record of the VDC shows plan and program of children are found to be included in
annual plan of Daha VDC.

n

During the course of discussion, it has been told that,in all management committee
meetings of school (except for primary level) child representatives are invited and their
voices are institutionally insured and honoured.

n

Representation of child club was found in the health management committee atDaha.
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n

Network of the VDC level child club was found active in Daha
Village Development Committee.

n

There is District level Child Network in Kalikot and JalaBishowkarma
represent on that network from Daha VDC.

Institutional Indicators
n

Daha VDC has informed Meeting of the VDC Council are healed in
regular basis.

n

Daha VDC is going to formulate and implement child-friendly code
of conduct, bylaws, guideline and procedure in near future.

n

Child-friendly local governance promotion committee has been
formulated in Daha VDC.

n

All the school management committee is found active in Daha VDC.

n

Health management committee is found active in Daha VDC.

n

During the observation, it was observed that 10 child development
centres, child classes and pre-primary school are in operational
atDaha VDC.

n

In Daha VDC there are 21 child clubs which includes 12 school level
and 9 ward level child clubs and these all child clubs are active in
VDC level child network.

n

In Daha VDC there are Para-legal committee, community mediation
committee, VDC level child protection committee and these
committees are found active on child right protection and
promotion.

n

VDC level child network has been developed atDaha VDC and there
is a representation of child club in District level network as well.

n

Daha VDC is developing local development plan and investment
plan for children.
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n

It was found that Daha VDC is formulating and implementing the integrated policy,
plan and activities through the inclusion of children related plan and activities.

n

It was found that Daha VDC is preparing the state of children report and also going to
publish it.

Opportunity and Challenge:
n

After the interaction & group discussion with all stakeholders of Daha VDC and the
analysis of result of household survey shows child-friendly local governance is being
adopted in the VDC.

n

It needs to be continuation of fulfilled indicators and following indicators
need to fulfilled for the declaration of child-friendly local governance in
Daha VDC.

n

Due to the difficult geography it seems challenging to provide drinking water facility to
the entire household under the child survival component. Although during the
discussion with local service receiver, it seems potential to provide on proportional
basis to the entire household if the all source of water is managed.

n

As there is transportation facility available in Daha, it seems possibilities of arrival of
child labour from elsewhere.
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n

Study concludes that for the declaration of child-friendly local governance, for the
improvement of recording system of Daha VDC it needs to improve the poor side of the
good governance.

n

Daha VDC should develop and publish the child-friendly behaviour, code of conduct,
bylaws, guideline and working procedure in presence of stakeholders and implement
it.

n

Study recommends that Daha VDC should develop the investment plan and publish it.

n

Study recommends that Daha VDC should produce and implement the integrated
policy, plan and activities through the inclusion of children related plan and activities.

n

Daha VDC should update the profile and re-publish it.

n

Daha VDC should publish the annual and periodic plan for public information.

n

Daha VDC needs to establish the information desk for information sharing, collaboration
with medias, management of hoarding board, information board for sharing the
indicator achievement and use other means for information sharing.

n

Daha VDC needs to review the situation of achievement in indicators on monthly basis
through the mobilization of volunteers for child-friendly local governance.
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Changes brought
by child club

L

ocal child clubs of Daha VDC of Kalikot district that
is adopting child-friendly local governance are
making important contribution on educational
activities and social transformation. 'Children are
developing their own personality and also playing
important role on supporting for good governance in the
school through the child club'. Mr. Lal Prasad Pokharel Acting
District Education Officer of District Education Office said
'child club are significantly contributing on punishment
free education and school enrolment campaign'.
Mr. Harka Bahadur Shahi, Principal of the Kalika Higher
Secondary School of Daha said 'activities of school level
child club is supporting on creating positive outlook
with in teachers, parents and children'. 'Students discuss
themselves and reach their own decisions about anything'.
Mr. Shahi further said 'we learnt very good lesson from
child club that if we believe children, they also present
them in very responsible manner.'
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'Some schools are having additional positions of teacher
because of the child club,' JalaBishowkarma, secretary
of kalikot district level child club said 'Due to the lack of
English teacher in Chuli Higher Secondary School students
were facing obstacles on study, child club approached this
matter with school administration after that teacher was
arranged. If the child club was not there student were not
allowed English teacher'.
Mr.Dik Bhadur Shahi Principal of Chuli Higher Secondary
School accepts that school management committee was
ready to add the position of English Teacher because of the
child club. Mr. Shahi further said 'I was the English Teacher
but after being principal due to the external work it was not
possible to take classes in lower secondary, after that child
club raised voice to arrange teacher, we took it positive
and additional position of English Teacher was arranged'.
Mr.Shahi again said 'after the invitation of children
representatives in the school management committee
meeting it is becoming easy to know the need and desire of
the children and school also becomes child-friendly'.
Children are doing campaign on teen age girls education,
from which they them self identify the problem and give
solutions also. SitaKumariShahi chairperson of Kalika child
club said 'child club of Kalika Higher Secondary School has
started the empowerment programme for teen age girls.
We are trying special imitation to end the system of keeping
at barn while menstruation of teen age girl.' Child club chair
further said 'we are trying end the chaupadisystem through
the special campaign of 8 school child club, 9 ward child
club and a VDC level child network.' Club Chair concludes
'Teen age girl of the club got skill from school to prepare a
sanitary pad and this skill has widespread at the homes. This
has significant support on improvement of teen age girl's
education'.
Children of the child club also involved in school enrolment
campaign. Mr.PurnaBdr. Shahi, school teacher of Kalika
higher secondary school says 'during the enrolment time

Child club of
Kalika Higher
Secondary School
has started the
empowerment
programme for
teen age girls.
We are trying
special imitation
to end the system
of keeping
at barn while
menstruation of
teen age girl.
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we used to go door to door with the children
of child club, which widespread the positive
message in the society to send children to the
school.
Daha VDC of Kalikot is the local body adopting
child-friendly local governance. The VDC is
continuously working on fulfilment of the
indicator for declaration of child-friendly
local governance. For the declaration of the
child-friendly local governance it needs to
fulfil the total 27 service delivery indicators
covering 10 indicators of child survival, 5
indicators of child protection, 6 indicators
of child development and 6 indicators of
child participation. SaralBaduwalDaha VDC
secretary says child clubs are supporting
on fulfilment of the indicators of child
development and child participation.
To achieve the indicator of chid development
enrolment in should be 100 %, there should
be a separate toilet for boys & girls in each
school and every school should organize extra
activities. School-teacher and the chairperson
of the school management committee
claimed that all the schools of Daha VDC have
fulfilled those indicators. School management
committee chairperson Mr.Shahi said 'We are
inviting children's representative in school
management committee, we ask to send
their representative, they organize meeting
than they select and send the representative,
meaningful participation is also in place'.
Allocation of budget from the VDC for the
investment in education of children at risk has
also started to practice in Daha. Kiran Kumar
Shahi, Chairperson of the Daha VDC level
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child network said 'we suggested to prepare such plan after the involvement
of the children in planning process of the VDC'. Chairperson Shahi further said '
investment is increasing after emphasizing to spend the amount of 15% of the
total capital budget of the VDC in formal and informal education of the deprived
children from school education. Punishment in children learning process has
ended. Currently we feel that there is child-friendly tap, child-friendly toilet and
child-friendly behaviour in the school'.
Jala student of the Chuli Higher Secondary schools said 'Child Clubs are also
actively working on discourage child marriage'. She further said 'we do our
best support to stop the child marriage'. BiprajShahi teacher of the same school
comments on activeness of the Jala who is also the secretary of the district
level child club 'young girls, after joining the child club they are stopping child
marriage not only in Daha but also in neighbouring VDCs. It has helped all of us
to spread awareness against child marriage. Daha VDC has already been declared
child marriage free VDC.
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Mr. Hasta BahadurSunwar, Principal of the Lainsing Primary School evaluates
'formation of the child club created significant improvements on child's
personality development'. He further added 'after their engagement in child club
they look very clever.' Kumar Yatru, General secretary of MIREST Nepal, working
on the study of child-friendly governance in the same VDC comments 'activities
of the child club in Daha is exemplary'. He suggests 'Kalikot being the remote and
younger in human development index also being geographically remote and
lacking in other physical infrastructure, child clubs presence in the governance
structure should be taken as best practices and should spread in other districts.
Local NGOs were operating various activities on children through the support of
different organizations including United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) since
2065. As a result, since 2067 process of creating of child club started. Various
organizations are conducting different trainings on operation of child club and
skill development. This is being mainstreamed in the local Governance and
community Development Program of the Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local
Development.
- Presented by: Nawraj Lama/ MIREST Nepal
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THE GREEN FLAG
GUARD OF PREGNANT
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T

here is a provision on hoisting of green flag in
each house of the pregnant women in Daha
VDC of Kalikot District. Local health institutions
initiated this to increase the access to the health
service for pregnant women. Rupa Bhandari,
In-charges of the Ilaka health post said 'as the health
condition of women and children of rural area is in risk,
health management committee of Dhah decided to raise
campaign on keeping green flag in each house of the
pregnant women since few years'.

This gives
the notice of
pregnancy
and also it will
create ease on
surveillance
to health
worker and
volunteers.

'Due to the practice of delivery in the home mother's
mortality rate is very high Karnali the marginal zone of
the country, the system of keeping flag is placed to reduce
it', Incharge Bhandari added. 'This gives the notice of
pregnancy and also it will create ease on surveillance to
health worker and volunteers.'
Sabatri Shahi health volunteer of Daha VDC ward no. 3
said 'pregnant suspect women own go to check their
urine at health post, we have asked all women to go for
such test after the menstruation stops'. Shahi further says
'If the pregnancy test found positive same day health post
provides the green flag, and the flag is being placed at
home where everyone can see'.
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Krishna Prasad Chaulagain, Social Mobilizer of Daha VDC
said 'There will be a support on taking care of pregnant
women by family members including neighbours as
the green flag takes the attention of all'. He further said
'as Daha VDC is going to declare the child-friendly local
governance this unique good practice has been adopted
for child survival campaign.'
For the declaration of child-friendly local governance 27
service indicators and 12 institutional indicators of child
survival, child protection, child development and child
participation should be fulfilled. As per the guideline, after
the completion of 16 steps, Government of Nepal will
declare child-friendly local bodies. As per the provision of
the child-friendly local governance declaration procedure,
2070 release from Government of Nepal Ministry of Federal
Affairs and Local Development, there are four component
in child-friendly local governance, out of four one is child
survival and under this component there is a provision of
every pregnant women should made four antenatal health
check up.
Mr. Mahesh Acharya, AHW of the health post said 'because
of the green flag every pregnant women encourage to
come for antenatal health check up for first time with in
4 month and then 6, 8 and 9 month of pregnancy'. Mr.
Acharya informs 'the records show that in Daha VDC 90
% of the delivery is done in health institutions; delivery
done in house is very nominal, although delivery done in
house are also getting services from health workers. As a
result, there is no record of mother mortality during the
pregnancy in last 3 years'
Wards of the Daha VDC of Kalikot are now preparing to
declare in-house delivery free ward. Now some wards
are declaring in-house delivery free and time and again
nutrition and behaviour change training has been
provided. Health institutions are planning to declare full
immunization and in-house delivery free VDC, before

As Daha VDC is
going to declare
the child-friendly
local governance
this unique good
practice has
been adopted
for child survival
campaign.
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declaring the child-friendly local governance in the VDC. This VDC has already
declared child marriage free and open defecation VDC.
Health post in-charge Ms. Bhandari says 'women's antennal care will help on
healthy baby born. Children's mental development starts before born, that's why
antennal care should be taken as basis of child survival'. Ms. Bhandari further
adds 'we are counselling women on regular health check-up during pregnancy,
nutrition, medicine and sanitation. In addition, we are also counselling on
changes during pregnancy, conditions of delivery and try to give emphasis
on escaping possible fears'. Ms. Bhandari further says 'after keeping green flag
we are getting positive cooperation from community also. Because of the flag
community people can easily identify the potential house and take the labour
pain women to the health institution'.
In Karnali Zone all the women having delivery from the health institution are
provided one thousand and five hundred rupees as delivery care cost and if
pregnant women goes for antennal health check for four time they are also
provided lumsum four hundred rupees as transportation cost from the state. In
addition, women having delivery in health institution are also provided worm
cloth bag for baby. Health institutions are providing delivery related medicine
and other materials on free of cost.
After the health check-up each pregnant women get TT Injection free of cost in 6
and 8 month of pregnancy. Beside this 225 iron tablets (including 180 tablet after
the four month of pregnancy regular and after pregnancy 45 day 45 tablets) are
also provided from health institutions. These all are free of cost.
If nutritious diet is not taken during the pregnancy it will affect both child and
mother. If pregnant women take additional nutritious food mother and child
both will not have malnutrition. Nurse of the health post says 'in the deficit of
additional nutrition mother and child will be weaken so community should be
aware on this. She further said 'malnutrition is Nepal's problem; there is a need
of special campaign on this'.
Mr.Tikaram Gayanwali, Local Development Officer of District Development
Committee said 'child survival campaign is responsibility of District Public Health
Office, we are working in close coordination with line agencies'. This year we are
planning to declare child-friendly local governance in Daha VDC, so awareness
creation in close coordination through NGOs, civil society and local bodies for
the institutional delivery in health institution is going on.
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Mr. Nawraj Dong Researcher from MIREST Nepal worked for the research for
child-friendly local governance of Daha VDC comments 'coordination with
the community for access to the health service delivery in Daha is very good
example and keeping flag in the house of pregnant women looks very simple
but it is very effective and guard of the pregnant'.
Child-friendly local governance has already been adopted in 5 VDC of Kalikot
and this year preparing to declare in Daha.
- Presented by: DevendraSaijuwal/ MIREST Nepal
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Traditional Healer
(Shamanist) against
child marriage

M

arriage is not possible without being Thulki,' shamanist Kali
Bahadur Shahi, resident of Kalikot, Daha VDC was suggesting his
disciples who had come to ask the appropriate day for marriage
ceremony. He suggested a villager named Kalpana Shahi (55
years) who had come to ask him the appropriate marriage day
of her 17 years old daughter.
'Shamanist didn't give appropriate day for marriage, now has to wait for two
years' kalpana said after shamanist reaction, 'I got married in 11 years of age.
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Now, We have to follow the shamanist viewpoint of marriage that it shouldn't be
done before 20 years of age.'
Shamanist and traditional healer of karnali, a marginalized region of country
are suggesting such advice to the adolescents and their guardians for four
years. In the local language of Karnali 'thulki' means being mature or being
of appropriate age for marriage. With the initiation of local bodies, VDC and
different organizations, shamanist and traditional healer are mobilized against
child marriage campaign due to prevailing child marriage in the district.
Shamanist and traditional healer network was formed for the first time in Daha
VDC of Kalikot in the year 2069. Local people respect shamanist and traditional
healer as their social leader. According to the tradition of hindu-khas of karnali,
shamanist and traditional healer are praised as the religious teacher and cultural
protector.
'The work of shamanist and traditional healer is to continue tradition and
also giving society suggestions according to modern age,' said shamanist Kali
Bahadur Shahi, the president of shamanist and traditional healer network of
ward no 7 of Daha VDC, 'Our main work is to perform ritualpooja of different
castes and provide appropriate time for marriageable bride and groom. This is
also our culture and values.
In the chairmanship of Shahi of that VDC, shamanist and traditional healer
network has been formed. The network has been formed by shahi thakuri, karki,
malla, geral, kadaar etc shamanist and traditional healer. There is a local religious
tradition of having own shamanist performing kul-pooja in every village. 'In one
ward there are 7 to 9 shamanist and traditional healer, altogether there are 25
members shamanist-traditional healer network has been made,' said shahi, the
chairman of network.
'After the formation of network, child marriage has been completely stopped.
Before some years child marriage was hugely prevailed, but nowadays nobody
marries under 21 years of age,' said Purna Bahadur Shahi, social worker of Daha
VDC of Kalikot ,'after the formation of shamanist-traditional network, child
marriage was completely eradicated.'
He informed about the other VDCs trying to follow the good practice that is
prevailing in Daha VDC of Kalikot district. In his experience, it is worth that if
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traditional organizations existing in society are used as tool
for social transformation.

people come to
me asking for
appropriate time
for marriage but
I send them back
saying misfortune
(sorrow and
grief) comes if
marriage is done
below 21 years of
age. I have birth
certificate of all
the villagers, why
should I permit to
marry before right
age?

'Shamanist-traditional healer are the reason for social
transformation, in the past in the name of modernization,
traditional organization and structure were collapsed so
that we have not reached anywhere, now we are aware,
we can make a tool with these traditions for positive social
change,' said local Gobinda Bhattarai. Prajapati Timilsina
of Salik ward of Daha VDC works as a astrologer. He is
also committed against marriage of adolescent below 21
years. He said , 'people come to me asking for appropriate
time for marriage but I send them back saying misfortune
(sorrow and grief ) comes if marriage is done below 21
years of age. I have birth certificate of all the villagers, why
should I permit to marry before right age?'
Before some time shamanist-traditional healer were
trained by local bodies and network was formed against
child marriage due to which that kind of changed has
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come. Daha VDC is the one to accept child-friendly local rule from the Kalikot
local bodies. After the acceptance of child-friendly local rule, criteria has been
made to eradicate child marriage in VDC area.
'For the first time in Kalikot, Daha has been announced as the child marriage free
VDC. Surprised result has been seen in other index of child-friendly local rule
after being free from child marriage,' said Saral Baduwal, secretary of Daha VDC.
Inside VDC infant and mother mortality rate has been reduced to zero and he
admitted that there has been rapid progress in women empowerment.
'There has been recovery in many index after the eradication of child marriage,'
Narayan Lama, local rule expert of district development committee Kalikot said
his experience,' due to child marriage, school level education was not fulfilled,
now participation of girls in every level is appreciable. 'child marriage is not right,
yesterday we did child marriage due to ignorance, now it's not possible,' said
Nain Shahi, vice-chairperson of shamanist-traditional healer network, 'In past
appropriate time for the marriage of 6 months child had to be fixed, now we are
aware so that upcoming generations will not bear such fault.' Narrating about the
restrictions of child marriage in holy book (shastra), chairman Mr. Kali Bahadur
Shahi said ,' menstruations in 7 years, pregnant in 8 years, starts to look old in
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20 years.' Therefore for the happy and prosperity, marriage shouldn't be done
without complete body development,' he concluded. In a kind this is a question
for social revolution and cultural transformation. Member of Nepal communist
party Kalikot, Manusingh Shahi said, ' In Kalikot, how much shamanist-traditional
healer are worshiped that much they have done the work.' Local leader of Nepali
Congress Hari Bahadur Shahi has also praised shamanist-traditional healer for
doing nice work.
Leader of a.ne.ka.pa Maobaadi Jeet Bahadur Shahi told that the works of political
parties for the social transformation has been done by shamanist-traditional
healer and also told that belief of shamanist-traditional healer promote orthodox
society has been proved wrong. From the view of human development indicator,
Kalikot situated at the hilly region of mid western development region of the
country is in 73rd position and from the view of poverty index 70th position. In
the North part of Mahabharat hilly region and in south part of himali region, deep
gorge formed by Karnali river, Tila river of hard rocky slopy land and emerging of
tall and slopy hill are the main reasons of challenge for infrastructure of overall
Kalikot district development.
Child-friendly local governance has been accepted in kalikot vdc whereas daaha
VDC is preparing to announce within this year. To announce child-friendly local
governance there should be 27 service indicator and 12 organizational indicator
of child survival, child protection, child development and child participation.
After fulfillment of 16 steps, responsible monitoring team from ministry of federal
affairs and local district development should provide indicator completion
report for the announcement of child-friendly local rule according to Nepal
government policy.
According to the local district officer Tikaram Gyawali of Kalikot VDC, there
has been preparation for the announcement of child-friendly governance
in Daha VDC this year. Executive director of MIREST Nepal Gaurav Pudasaini
after investigation in the region informed that although there is completion of
fundamental indicator of cleanliness, health, education including child marriage
free in the VDC and concluded that there is weakness in inscription. Pudasaini
expressed his hope for Daha VDC which has improved on social transformation
to become child-friendly soon.
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Triggering factors for the
success of child-friendly
local governance
Summary of the study
Common triggering factors for the support of implementing Child-friendly
local governance (CFLG) are concluded based on the independent study from
the learning of CFLG adoption in Biratnagar Sub-metropolitan city of Morang
district; CFLG declared Daha VDC of Kalikot district and Sunwal municipality of
Nawalparasi district based on Child-friendly Governance National Strategy 2068
and Child-friendly Governance Procedure 2068, issued by Ministry of Federal
Affairs and Local Development are as follows;

(A) Elements of good governance:
Good governance at local body can be considered as the element for successful
implementation of child-friendly local governance approach. Child-friendly
local governance itself is being a governing system. In this background policy,
structure, system and work procedures of local bodies has been studied and the
following best practices are seen in the respective local bodies.
Best common practices of good governance in Sunwal municipality, Biratnagar
Sub-metropolitan city and Daha VDC

1. Legal and rule of law
For the successful implementation of child-friendly local governance, fully
compliance and execution of related policy, strategy and working procedures
are the departing point for its success. All three studied local bodies have
implemented the following legal and policy matters.
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Issued from the national level:
n

Local self governance act, 1999

n

Local self governance regulation, 2000

n

Local body resource mobilization and management procedure, 2013

n

Child-friendly local governance national strategy, 2012

n

Child-friendly local governance implementation procedure, 2012

n

Social mobilization related procedure, 2015 (first amendment)

n

Children related act, 1992

n

Children related regulation, 1995

n

Births, deaths and other personal event registration act, 1977

n

Child labor (prohibition and regulation) act, 2000

n

Mother's milk substitutes (control of sale and distribution) act, 1991

n

Criteria related to conduction and management of child-home centre, 2013

n

Child justice (procedure) regulation, 2007

n

Emergency child rescue fund regulation, 2011

n

Inter-country Adoption Development Board (Formation) order, 2011

n

Terms and Conditions and Process For Granting Approval For Adoption Of Nepali
Child By Alien, 2065 (2008)

2. Public accountability
Public accountability would be strengthen once the officials of the service
providing authority and publicly accountable person take the responsibility of
the function of local governance and make such performance in time. Another
basis for the success of CFLG are to be result oriented while using the public
resources, equipment and rights.
Following best practices on public accountability are observed in the CFLG
studied local bodies to make their daily functions more simple, systematic,
client-friendly and answerable.
n

Clear work responsibility among all the stakeholders are seen,

n

CFLG related scope of work, functions, duties rights and responsibilities are distributed
properly,
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n

Children focal points are appointed in all the service providing agencies,

n

Orientation related to the process and needs of child-friendly local governance has
been given to the stakeholders.

n

Review of the child-friendly local governance program has been found to be conducted
time to time,

n

Usually,conduct and behavior of all the stakeholders are found child-friendly

n

Information desk have been established in local body (Sunwal municipality and
Biratnagar sub-metropolitan city)

n

Commitment has been found for the implementation of right to information from the
information desk

n

Visited local body have found comply with public hearing regularly.

n

Citizen charter of local body are published properly and Biratnagar sub-metropolitan
city has displayed digitally.

n

These local bodies are found performing public audit.

n

These local bodies have done public survey from time to time.

n

Registration of personal event is conducted as a campaign.

n

Grievances handling systems and complaint hearing mechanisms have been insured.

n

Child-friendly code of conduct has been made in the presence of stakeholders,

n

State of children report is prepared and publicized. (Sunwal and Biratnagar)

n

It is found that community work action plan for the reduction of violence, exploitation,
trafficking etc. are formulated and implemented

n

15% of the budget designated for children is spent for the best interest of children in
identified by themself.

3. Transparency
Child friendly local governance implementation is a public task. In all the process,
transparent activity in available opportunity and result may take child-friendly
governance to ward success. Notice board is made available in studied local bodies.

In Sunwal and Biratnagar
n

Related plan of child-friendly local governance and details of program are published in
notice board.

n

Local body use local FM as a tool for the advertisement related to child-friendly local
governance.
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n

Notice and information of child-friendly local governance are displayed in hoarding
board.

n

Information of plans, programs, goals, and achieved accomplishments related to child
friendly local governance are spread out in child friendly local governance city, VDC and
in community level.

n

Regular information is given to the mechanism of integrated plan formulation
committee, ward civic forum, citizen awareness center and community development
institutions.

n

Subjects of Child friendly local governance are included in periodic and annual plans of
local bodies.

n

Local level profile of local bodies is prepared.

n

State of children report is prepared.

n

Child Investment plans formulated.

n

Regular monitoring system is in placed individually and jointly by the municipality and
sectoral offices.

n

Local bodies websites has been managed.

4. Participation
Assurance in the implementation of mass participation in all programs of child
friendly local governance develops feeling of ownership in both client and
service provider giving success to child friendly local governance. Practice for
the promotion of participation in the studied local bodies are as follows.

In Decision making
n

Child friendly local governance district committee has been constructed in all three
districts- Morang, Nawalparasi and Kalikot and meaningful participation of children is
assured in the committee.

n

CFLG municipal and ward level committee in in Sunwal and Biratnagar and village
committee in Daha are found active and meaningful participation of children is active
in this committees.

n

Network of 118 children clubs including schools and from community level and 10
ward level and 1 town level in Sunwal are in exists.

n

Network of 128 children clubs including schools and from ward level and 1 municipal
level in Biratnagar are in exists.

n

Network of 21 children clubs including schools and from ward level and 1 VDC level in
Daha VDC are in exists.
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n

There is participation of children in plan formation process of all studied local bodies.
According to which there is selection of plan of child-participation in settlement,
community and ward level and municipal and village level. Selected plans are prioritize
by ward civic forum and than after integrated plan formulation committee where
prioritization are made in the presence of children representative and finally these plan
are approved by the council.

n

Except primary and some lower secondary school of studied local body, children
representation is made in invitation manner of community secondary and higher
secondary school in the meeting of school management committee and also children
representation is made in teacher meeting and guardians gathering of school.

n

Further more representation of children are insured in local health management
committee formed in all the studied local body.

n

In Biratnagar 10 different labour child-club and their network is in exists.

n

Child-friendly volunteers are effectively mobilized in in all the local bodies.

Implementation process:
n

Household visit for school enrolment process.

n

Awareness campaign program of birth-registration programme,

n

Awareness campaign of child rights,

n

Community sanitation campaign,

n

Campaign against child marriage,

n

Immunization campaign,

n

In school reform plan,

n

Implementation of code of conduct of school and local body,

n

Extracurricular activities,

n

Fearless teaching learning activities,

n

In junior redcross circle,

n

In Nepal scout,

n

Due to media and communication as a source of communication for child club
conduction and management

n

By interaction with guardians

n

Children are seeing as catalyst role in various subject at community
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B. Element of social and community based mobilization
Extension and development of civil bearing development and extension in
residence/ tole and ward level
n

There is formation of ward civil stage with the participation of children and there is
women leadership in many places.

n

In the poor residence of ward no 2 of Sunwal, ward no 22 of Biratnagar and one ward in
DahaVDC as the place of extremely poor family residence is recognized and civil
awareness centre is formed.

n

There is commitment all the political parties of municipality /VDC for the formation of
child-friendly local governance and this subject is valued in their program.

n

There is formation of inter-party women network in municipality/VDC and there is
active participation of network in the formation of child-friendly local governance.

n

In Biratnagar sub-metropolitan city, by making involvement of tole development
committee in every activities of child-friendly local governance from survey to monitor,
it plays a vital role in community awareness

n

In all the studied local bodies mother union is made active through training.

n

Women health volunteers are made active with responsibility

Awareness and mobilization of community through
traditional organizations in a fundamental way
n

The campaign against child-marriage has been effective after the formation of network
from ward-level and VDC of shamanist-traditional healer and astrologer (daha) due t

n

Shamanist-traditional healer, lama and muslim mullah are mobilized due to positive
effect in the group after the training.

n

Madarasa are conducting children education campaign, equal education and access to
female child education campaign by making code of conduct. (Biratnagar)

n

In the campaign of child club of Kalikot, awareness program against Chaupadi has
been effective and training to make sanitary pad is given in school and distributed.

n

For the safe pregnancy, green flag has been kept in the house of pregnant women in
Daha of Kalikot which has made a positive effect with the help of community

(C) Sources of co-operation and collaborations
Regions of co-operations common practice of Sunwal municipality, Biratnagar
sub-metropolitan city, and Daha VDC.
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Uniformity/collaboration between central level ministry
n

Leadership role has been played by ministry of federal affairs and local development

n

It plays a co-operative role with the partners from central level of child-friendly local
governance national committee

n

Capable of giving policy, order, work procedure management and source and program
for subjected office from subjected ministry

n

Working in the children region and cooperation work completion with international
and local organization

Cooperation and collaboration with subjected office
n

One that has implemented child-friendly local governance related program by
collecting subjected office service from local level

n

There has been regular meeting of child-friendly local governance district, town/village
committee and there is regular progress analysis in that meeting

n

Arrangement is made for the joint monitor of local body and subjected office

n

After a clear vision in the work region and responsibility of local body, subjected office
and community and organization, child-friendly local governance inquiry-person is
appointed in the subjected office

Cooperation and collaboration among civil society, NGO
and local body with the source and technical help
n

15 percent of the amount distributed from the local body is tried to be used in a
transparent and participation way with the plan and program has made success in
obtaining the result,

n

Due to strategic and technical help from United Nation Organization Child-fund
(UNICEF) and regular monitoring has made success in obtaining the result.

n

The program from international organizations UNICEF, ILO, Save The Children, Plan
Nepal, organizations working for child-right and local NGO's are mainly circulated.

n

All the programs related to children are done by cooperation with local body.

Lesson to be learned
n

Good governance(like rule of law, accountability, transparency and participation)in
local bodies and sectoral service providing offices are fundamental elements to make
Child-friendly governance a complete success.
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n

After the adoption of child-friendly local governance, it has been observed that local
needs can be fundamentally addressed through the mechanisms of social and
community mobilization by developing the cooperation.

n

There is need of clarity on policy, direction, monitoring and regular meeting of set
mechanism for the coordination and collaboration both horizontally and vertically
from central to local level.

n

Full devolution of administrative rights and financial resource mobilizations is the main
crux of child-friendly local governance. Therefore as per the provision made in the
constitution of Nepal 2015, local level with full autonomy and devolution management
is needed.

n

Elected local body, creativity and will power, committed female leader towards
responsibility are other conditions for successful implementation.

n

Demand side can be strengthened and supply side service providers are accountable
once the informed citizen is exits.

